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Mission History 1827-55

Notes on Revs. Carruthers and Gillis, and on the Mission from 1827,
ms notebook in the hand of John MacPherson; first page stamped
"John C Barry".

2 Speeches at Protestant Meetings, 1835

"Report of the speeches delivered at the Protestant meeting held in the West
Kirk, Edinburgh on Thursday the 1st October 1835 for the purpose of
explaining the true character and present condition of Popery"

Bound vol: ms plus printed pamphlet bound together. Eastern District stamp,
Signature of J. Menzies of Kylelebo on inside front cover.
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Mission AFFAIRS, 1830 - 1844

1. Address by the Scottish bishops and clergy to William IV on his accession, 17 July 1830; copy by Kyle.

2. Draft of above.

3. Letter to Sir Robert Peel asking him to present the above address to His Majesty, 17 July 1830, draft.


7. Bps Kyle, Carruthers and Scott to Propaganda about Sir Murdoch's appointment to Canada, 1833; Latin, in complete copy.


10. Students from all districts going to Retabnon, 1838, Bp Kyle's hand.

11. By Alexander MacDonell: requisites for him to be held in Edinburgh, 1840.


13. Propaganda: concordat q answers to queries, 1828-1841, printed circular.


15. Thomas Norgate: certificate of his death on St. Lucia, certified 26 April 1845.


17. List of subscribers to portrait of Bishop MacPherson, £1840:7.


19. "Prospectus submitted to the Catholics of Scotland" on the need to help Scottish Catholics by founding an "Association of St Margaret", 1848, printed.

20. Case and opinion for the Right Rev. Dr. Carruthers in reference to the titles of Roman Catholic Chapels, etc., 1851; copy to Bp Kyle.


22. Students from all districts and which colleges in Scotland and abroad they are attending, 13 July 1858.

23. Newspaper report on a debate as to whether Stirling Parish Board should maintain a child in a Roman Catholic institution, n.d.

Scots College, Valladolid, attempts at sale q. 1836-37.

1. Memorandum on the desirability of selling the college, June 1836.
2. Petition by Scottish Vicars apostolici to Queen of Spain regarding proposed sale, 13 June 1836, draft.
3. Memorial from the Roman Catholics of Scotland to Lord Palmerston, asking that the British government interfere with the Spanish about the college, 1 July 1836, draft in Bp Kyle's hand.
4. Copy of above, Kyle's hand.
5. Similar memorial drafted by Kyle to [?], n.d.
6-7 Scotch Bishops to Lord Palmerston asking him to get the British Ambassador at Madrid to interfere on behalf of the college, 1 July 1836, two drafts/copies.
8. Mr Villics, Madrid to Mr Calatrava, 29 Sept 1836, copy.
10. Bp Murchie to Bp Kyle about proposed sale, 3 March 1837.
11. Bp Scott to same about the college, 4 March 1837.
12. [By Gillis, Spain]: report on the college, with reasons for selling, n.d.
1. The War Office to Paul Mackie[clan] : Mackie[clan] has received the full sum he is entitled to for serving troops at Stirling, 9 May 1857.

2. [Paul Mackie[clan]] to the Secretary of State for War asking why his payment for serving the troops has been reduced, 25 May 1857, copy.

3. Same to same: his previous arrangements with the government for attending sick soldiers in finding them places in his chapel, 3 June 1857, copy.

4. War Office to Paul Mackie[clan]: Lord Ramseur requests to pay him more, 15 June 1857.

5. Paul Mackie[clan] to the Under Secretary of State for War protesting about lack of adequate payment for attending soldiers, 10 July 1857.

6. Bishop Thomas Grant, St George's, to "My dear Lord" about an interview he has had at the War Office respecting Mackie[clan]'s claim, 3 Aug 1857.

7. Paul Mackie[clan], Stirling to Thomas Grant, Bishop of Smithfield, explaining his claim, 18 Aug 1857, draft.

8. Same to: Bishop of Edinburgh, giving the same explanation, n.d., draft.

9. Bp. Grant to Paul Mackie[clan]: he is going to see the War Office again, 21 Aug 1857.

10. Same to same: the reason why getting an increase in payment may be difficult, 27 Aug 1857.


12. War Office to Bishop Grant: Lord Ramseur's decision on Mackie[clan]'s claim, 14 Sept 1857.


14. Paul Mackie[clan] to Bp. Grant, thanking him for his help. Since the War Office want co-operate he won't have troops in his chapel, 17 Sept 1857, draft.

15. Same to the Commanding Officer, Stirling, refusing to accommodate troops in his chapel in future, 18 Sept 1857, draft.

16. Same to same stating his terms for giving the soldiers a separate service and otherwise attending on them, 21 Sept 1857, draft.

17. Commanding Officer, Stirling, writes to Mackie[clan]: he is doubtful of getting enough money allocated to Mackie[clan], 22 Sept 1857.

18. Same to same advising on consultation with War Office, 23 Sept 1857.

19. Paul Mackie[clan] to Commanding Officer: the pews reserved for the military have now been let to civilians as the War Office refused to pay, 12 Oct 1857, draft.

20. War Office to Commanding Officer, Stirling, turning down Mackie[clan]'s claim, 17 Oct 1857, copy.


22. War Office to Mackie[clan], still refusing to pay, 7 Nov 1857.

23. Robert Dalglish, M.P. to Mackie[clan]: promises to take up his case, 12 Feb 1858.
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Correspondence with Propaganda, 1830

1. Cardinal Cappellari to Bp Paterson, 30 Jan 1830
2. same to Bp Kyle, 30 Jan 1830
3-5 Bp Kyle to Cardinal Cappellari, copy + drafts, 6 March 1830
6. same to Propaganda, draft, 1830
7. Cardinal Cappellari to Bp Paterson, 20 May 1830

Correspondence with Propaganda, 1831

1-3. Bp Kyle to Pope Gregory XVI, copy + drafts, 6 March 1831
4. Pope Gregory XVI to Bp Kyle, 18 Nov 1831
5. Propaganda: decree on Saturday abstinence, 28 June 1831
6. same: decree on Holidays, 28 June 1831
7. same: decree on indulgences, 28 June 1831
8. Bps Paterson and Macdonald: draft letters in the former's hand, July 1831
9. Bps Paterson and Macdonald to Propaganda: postulation for Mr James Gillis, found in Bp Paterson's repository after his death, 24 July 1831
10. Cardinal Pecchini to Bp Paterson, 13 Aug 1831
11-12. Draft letters to Propaganda about the inquest of Bp Macdonald, 1831
13. Bps Scott and Kyle to Pope Gregory XVI, 14 Nov 1831
14-15. Bp Kyle to Cardinal Pecchini, draft + copy, 10 Dec 1831
17. decree of Propaganda on Blairs College, 24 Dec 1831.
CORRESPONDENCE WITH PROPAGANDA, 1832

1. Bp. Kyle to Cardinal Pecchiini, draft, 3 Feb 1832
2. Bps. Scott and Kyle to Cardinal Weld, copy, 3 Feb 1832
5. Bp. Kyle to Cardinal Pecchiini, copy letters, 4 April 1832
6. Propaganda: Decree on Roman Offices, 8 April 1832
7-8 Bp. Kyle to Propaganda, drafts, 9 May 1832
9. Same to Cardinal Pecchiini, draft, 9 May 1832
10. Same: clean copy q (9) above,
12-13 Bp. Kyle to Cardinal Rocco, drafts, 12 July 1832
14-15 Same to Monsgr. Castracane, drafts, 12 July 1832
16-17 Same to Cardinal Pecchiini, drafts, 12 July 1832
18-19 Same to same, drafts, 19 July 1832
21-22 Bp. Kyle to Cardinal Pecchiini, draft, clean copy, 30 Aug 1832
23-24 Same to same, drafts, 19 Sept 1832

CORRESPONDENCE WITH PROPAGANDA, 1833

1-2 Bp. Kyle to Monsieur Castracane, drafts, 18 Jan 1833
3-4 Same to Cardinal Pecchiini, drafts, 18 Jan 1833
7. Same: postulation for Fr. John Meredith, 1833
8. Same to Fr. Castracane, draft, 27 March 1833, with another draft letter to [?] in back.
9-10 Same to Cardinal Pecchiini, drafts, April 1833
11. Same to Propaganda, draft, Oct 1833
12. Same to Cardinal Pecchiini, draft, 24 Oct 1833
13. Memorandum to Abel Macpherson on his departure for Rome, 1833
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CORRESPONDENCE WITH PROPAGANDA, 1834 - 1835

1. By Kyle to Cardinal Precisini; draft plus 2 air copies; 10 March 1834
2. same 2 air copies; 18 March 1834
3. Cardinal Precisini to Bp Carruther; 24 June 1834
4. By Kyle to Propaganda; draft lettec 2, Sept 1834
5. By Kyle to Propaganda; draft lettec 2, Nov 1834
6. Bp Kyle to Propaganda; draft lettec 2, 9 Dec. 1834
7. Bp Kyle to Cardinal Precisini; draft 2, 1834
8. Bp Kyle to Propaganda; draft 2, 1834
9. Bp Kyle to Propaganda; draft 2, 1834
10. Bp Kyle to Propaganda; draft 2, 1834
11. By Kyle to Propaganda; draft 2, 1834
12. By Kyle to Propaganda; draft 2, 1834
13. By Kyle to Propaganda; draft 2, 1834
14. By Kyle to Propaganda; draft 2, 1834
15. By Kyle to Propaganda; draft 2, 1834

CORRESPONDENCE WITH PROPAGANDA, 1836 - 1839

1. Cardinal Fransoni to Bp Kyle; 30 Jan. 1836
2. same to same; 2 March 1837
3. Bp Kyle to Cardinal Fransoni; draft 2, 22 March 1837
4. Cardinal Fransoni to Bp Kyle; 22 April 1837
5. By Kyle to Propaganda; draft 2, 20 May 1837
6. Bp Kyle to Propaganda; draft 2, 20 May 1837
7. Cardinal Fransoni to Propaganda; draft 2, 24 March 1838
8. Bp Kyle to Cardinal Fransoni; draft 2, 24 March 1838
9. Cardinal Fransoni to Propaganda; draft 2, 30 Jan. 1839
10. same 2 same; 30 Jan. 1839
11. same 2 Propaganda; draft 2, 30 Jan. 1839
12. Cardinal Fransoni to Bp Kyle; 16 March 1839
13. By Kyle to Cardinal Fransoni; draft 2, 1839
14. Cardinal Fransoni to Bp Kyle; 2 Nov. 1839
15. By Kyle to Propaganda; draft 2, 22 Nov. 1839
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CORRESPONDENCE WITH PROPAGANDA, 1840

1. Pope Gregory XVI to the Earl of Shrewsbury, printed, London, 1840
2. Bp. Kyle to Cardinal Fransoni, draft, 26 Feb 1840
3. Same: draft letter in French, [1840]
4. Same to Cardinal Fransoni, draft, 26 Feb 1840
5. Same to same: fair copy of (4) above
6. Pope Gregory XVI to the Scottish bishops, 2 May 1840
9. Response to queries, 23 Sept 1840
10-11. Draft letters to Propaganda from Blair's, Bp. Kyle's hand, 5 Oct 1840

CORRESPONDENCE WITH PROPAGANDA, 1841-1845

1. Angelo Argenzi to the Pope, printed copy sent to Bp. Kyle, July 1841
2. Bp. Kyle to Propaganda, draft, 31 July 1841
5. Bp. Kyle to Propaganda, draft, [1842]
6-8. Same to Cardinal Fransoni, drafts, 28 Jan 1842
9. Same to Cardinal Acan, draft, 12 Feb 1842
11. Pope Gregory XVI, Apostolic letter, printed, Rome 1842
13. Same to same, 31 July 1845
18-19. Same to Propaganda, drafts, autumn 1845
1. Pope Pius IX: reply to the Scottish Bishops who congratulated him on his election, copy, Sept 1850
2. Cardinal Fransoni to Bp Murdoch, 9 April 1850
3-4. By Kyle to Propaganda, draft, 25 April 1850
5. Cardinal Fransoni to Bp Kyle, 11 June 1850
6. By Kyle to Propaganda, copy letter, 28 June 1850
7. Same to Pius IX, draft, July 1850
8. Pius IX to the Scottish bishops, copy, 7 Aug 1850
9. Propaganda: dispensation for marriage, 6 April 1851
10. Cardinal Fransoni to Bp Kyle, 23 Aug 1851
11. By Kyle to Propaganda, draft letter, [Cof] 1851
12-13. Scottish Bishops to Propaganda, draft in Kyle's hand, 31 Oct 1851
14. Cardinal Fransoni to Bp [name], copy, 25 Nov 1851
15. Same to Bp Kyle, 2 Dec 1851
16. Same to same, 29 Dec 1852.

CORRESPONDENCE WITH PROPAGANDA 1853 - 1861

1. Cardinal Fransoni to Bp Kyle, 10 Feb 1853
2. Cardinal Barnabo: dispensation for James Coll, student, to transfer to Scottish mission, 28 May 1854
3. By Kyle to Propaganda, draft, 1854
4. Scottish Bishops to Cardinal Barnabo, draft, 9 Sept 1857
5. Cardinal Barnabo to Bp Kyle, 27 Nov 1857
6. Receipts, copies of, 1854, 1858
7. Archbishop of Vienna, circular letter, printed, 4 Jan 1860
9. Archbishop of Vienna, circular, duplicated, 19 Feb 1860
11. Declaration of the bishops of Germany, England, Belgium, Scotland etc regarding the Temporal powers of the pope, printed, Feb 1860
13. By Kyle to Propaganda about Celebrations, draft, [1860].
14. Cardinal Barnabo to Bp Murdoch, copy by Bp Murdoch sent to Bp Kyle along with his comments, 23 Nov 1860
15-17. By Kyle to Propaganda about Ratisbon, [1860].
18. P. Carolus Picciotto, Rome to Bp Kyle, 20 April 1861
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CORRESPONDENCE WITH PROPAGANDA 1862-1866

1-4 Bp. Kyle to Propaganda; drafts, [1862/1863]
5 Cardinal Barnabo to Bp. Kyle, circular, 30 Aug 1865
6 Propaganda ; printed circular on the office of the Immaculate Conception, [1865]
   same; notice + questions regarding candidates for the Episcopacy,
   printed circular, [1865]
7 Cardinal Barnabo to Bp. Kyle , 18 March 1866
8 Cardinal Barnabo to [?], copy in Bishop J. Stains hand,
   27 April 1866
9 Decree of Propaganda, printed circular, top half, page only, 27 June 1866
10 Cardinal Barnabo to Bp. Kyle, printed circular, 3 May 1866
11 Bp. Kyle to Propaganda, petition, draft, 1866
12-13 Pope Pius IX, Allocutio, printed, Rome 1866,
   same, different Allocutio, 29 Oct 1866.
14 Cardinal Barnabo to Bp. Kyle, 16 Nov 1866
15 Bp. Kyle to Cardinal Barnabo, draft, 6 Dec 1866
16 Same to Propaganda, draft plus fair copy, 6 Dec 1866.
17 Cardinal Caterini to Bp. Kyle, printed circular, 3 Dec 1866
18-19 Cardinal Barnabo to Bp. Kyle, 19 Dec 1866

CORRESPONDENCE WITH PROPAGANDA, 1867-1869

1 Pope Pius IX to Bp. Kyle, 17 Feb 1867
2 "Sanctae Romanae et Universalis Inquisitionis, Instructio --" to
   all bishops etc. on the sacrament of penance, printed, 20 Feb 1867
3 Mr. James Cameron to "My lord" enclosing a copy of a letter from
   Cardinal Barnabo to Bp. Gray, 26 April 1867
4 Bp. Kyle to Propaganda, draft, [1867]
5 Mr. Major Grant, Scots College, Rome to the Cardinal Propaganda, copy, May 1867
6 Cardinal Barnabo to Bp. Kyle, 3 June 1867
7-10 Bp. Kyle to Cardinal Barnabo, drafts + fair copy, 19 June 1867.
   same [to same] asking on a graduate, first draft in English, [1867]
11 Cardinal Barnabo to Bp. Kyle, 10 Jan 1868
12 same to same, printed circular, 25 March 1868
13 same to same, 22 April 1868
14 Mr. Major Grant, Scots College, Rome [to Propaganda], copy, 2 July 1868
15 Cardinal Barnabo to Bp. Kyle, 4 Dec 1868
16 same to same, 18 Jan 1869
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Loan of Glasgow Register to Grampian Club, 1872-1874

1. Bishop Strain, Edinburgh to [Sir Bain], agreeing to the printing of the Glasgow Register on certain conditions, 10 Feb 1872.

2. Archbishop Eyre to "Dear Rev Sir", Bp Strain has been authorised to make arrangements about the manuscript, 10 Feb 1872.

3. Joseph Bain, Barnstaple to P.J. Grant, Blair's applying for the loan of the manuscript on behalf of the Grampian Club, 15 Feb 1872.

4. Same to same: further application to borrow the ms, 5 March 1872.

5. Same to same: arrangements regarding the loan, 30 March 1872.

6. Receipt for registered letter, 5 April 1872.

7. Joseph Bain to P.J. Grant, acknowledging receipt of ms, 7 April 1872.

8. Same to same: contents of the ms are a surprise, 11 April 1872.

9. Same to same: about the transcription of the ms, 24 May 1872.

10. Same to same: the ms is in the hands of the transcriber, 7 June 1872.

11. Same to same: thanking him for extending the time of loan, 16 Sept 1872.

12. Charles Rogers to Joseph Bain: a third of the ms is transcribed, 18 Oct 1872.

13. Joseph Bain to P.J. Grant asking for a further extension of the loan as the transcription is so difficult, 22 Oct 1872.

14. Same to same: progress of the transcription, 7 May 1873.

15. Charles Rogers, Grampian Lodge to P.J. Grant: the ms is safe; the printed volume will be ready by the end of the year, 19 Aug 1874.

16. Same to same: return of the ms is being arranged, 17 Nov 1874.

Passports 1832-43

1. French passport to Mr James Mackachlan, 16 Aug 1832.

2. " " " Wm Innes, Paris, 3 Oct 1834.

3. Belgian " " Mr John Forbes, 30 March 1843.
BAPTISM CERTIFICATES, 1833-75 (1888)

1. Donald Carmichael, son of Archibald Carmichael, carpenter, Tomintoul, and Christian Gordon; born 15 Dec, baptised 16 Dec 1833 by Mr Donald Carmichael, his uncle.

2. William Cameron, son of Donald Cameron and Janet Grant, Attachme, baptised 16 Jan 1911. Extract by Mr Carmichael, 1834.

3. Certificate of baptism, etc., at the Moses Shand, signed by T Simms, Vicar General, 1843.

4. Anna Lamont, daughter of Donald Lamont and Isabella MacGregor, born Braemar 22 Sept 1832, baptised 26 Sept 1832 by Mr Evan MacEachen. Extract by Mr Peter Grant, 1853.

5. Mary Ann, daughter of David Willox and Jean Bruce, born Farnaughty, 19 Jan, baptised 12 Feb 1847 by Mr James O’Connor. Extract sent by R. Kyle to Inspector of Poor, Rathven.


7. Patrick Francis McDaniel, son of Peter McDaniel and Bridget Lynch, born 30 Jan, baptised 7 Feb 1875. Extract from register at St Andrews, Dundee by Robert Clapperton, 1888.
MARRIAGE CERTIFICATES 1830 - 1855

1. Certificate of banns: James Cushickshank and Margaret Bonigman, 10 Oct 1830
3. Certificate of banns: Isabella Mackintosh, Auchnachan and Alex Shaw, Delacoul; given by John Fraser, Session Clerk, Kirkmichael, 19 Aug 1832
4. Certificate of banns: Donald MacKenzie, Bedford and Margaret Grant, Delnabo; given by John Fraser, Session Clerk, Kirkmichael, 2 Aug 1832
5. Certificate of banns: William Grant, Tomintaul and Ann Stuart, Balnagach; given by John Fraser, session clerk, Kirkmichael, 12 Aug 1832.
6. Certificate of banns: Donald Stuart, Ballintra, and Sarah Michael, given by John Fraser, session clerk, Kirkmichael, 27 Nov 1832.
7. Certificate of banns: Alexander Sim and Catherine Langmore; given by George Wilson, session clerk, Alves, 12 Aug 1833
8. Marriage certificate: Charles Connolly, Edinburgh and Ann Grant, Aberdeen, by Mr Charles Ander, Aberdeen, 18 March 1834
9. Extract from marriage register above marriage.
10. Certificate of banns: Peter Grant, Delnabo and Sarah Stuart, Balnagach; given by James Mackay, session clerk, Combadale, 7 July 1834
11. Certificate of banns: Peter Grant, Delnabo and Sarah Stuart, Balnagach; given by John Fraser, session clerk, Kirkmichael, 7 July 1834
12. Certificate of banns: Alex Cushickshank, smill, Fyvie and Elizabeth MacKenzie, Kirkmichael; given by Peter Burns, Session Clerk, Fyvie, 5 Jan 1834.
14. Marriage certificate: John Whiteford and Margaret Gray, by Mr John Forbes, [Elgin], 4 Jan 1846.
15. Purpos q. Marriage and certificate of banns: Andrew Bain, Elgin and Rebecca Fowler, Elgin; given by James Jenkins, Keeper of Elgin Parish Register, 26 Jan 1846
16. Certificate of banns: George Legy and Catherine Cavanews; given by William Fraser, session clerk, Fetteresso, 3 Oct 1847
17. Dispensation by Sp. Carruthers for the second marriage of James Hart, (6 Feb 1848
18. Marriage certificate: John Nally, private 1st Angus + Jessie Remie, Aberdeen, 21 Jan 1851
19. Certificate of banns: William Shaw and Margaret Grant, Fetteresso, and marriage, Blairn, 1853
20. Certificate of banns: Donald MacNeil and Flora Macnnes, Westfield; given by James Bain, session clerk, Duffus; with marriage certificate added, 1854
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MISCELLANEOUS: 1831-50, 1854

1. "Vindictus of the probable result of Simon Sorrech's affair", 1831
2. Andrew Cowie, officer of Greenock 3rd Division to the Honourable the Commissioners of Excise, petitioning for promotion to Examiner, 1837
3-12. Lists of names and addresses, perhaps used by a priest on a money collecting tour. Some bear the date "1836".
16. Copies of certificates to James Stewart for attending classes at King's College, Aberdeen; and of his good character, 1850 (sewn together)
17. "Dr Hussey & Maynott Loyalty: from Flowden's Critical Review, copied in the Advocates' Library on the 8th of Feb 1854"
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Archbishop Eyre "The Catholic Church in Scotland" 1877; 1878. Statistics compiled by Eyre; printed in Glasgow; Typescript Copy.

A Short Account of the Emigration from the Highlands of Scotland to North America, and the Establishment of the Catholic Diocese of Upper Canada"; printed Kingston, Upper Canada 1839. "Bishop Carruthers" written on front cover.

This booklet has letters from and addressed to Bishop Carruthers printed in the Appendix.

Paul MacLachlan: "An Inquiry into the Present State of Catholicity in Scotland [c. 1834]

1. Draft manuscript of above.
2. Some published proof sheets.
3. Large sheet of paper, reused and wrapped around above with "To the Right Rev Dr. Carruthers... This essay descriptive of the present state of Catholicism in this country... is dedicated by the author.


1. An Act for the Better Securing the Charitable Donations and Bequests of His Majesty's Subjects in Britain Proposing the Roman Catholic Religion, 1832.
2. An Act to Amend the Laws Relative to Marriages Celebrated by Roman Catholic Priests and Ministers not of the Established Church in Scotland, 1834.
3. An Act to Render more simple and effectual the Titles by which Congregations or Societies Associated for Purposes of Religious Worship or Education in Scotland held real Property required for such Purposes, 1850.
4. Registration of Births, Deaths and Marriages (Scotland) Bill, 1854.
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ALTAR CANDLESTICKS, etc., 1858-64

1. Henry Walmsley, London to [?], ordering a set of 6 candlesticks for someone in British Guiana, 1864
2. Same, Stonyhurst College, about the design of above candlesticks, 1866
3. Same, changing his mind about size of above candlesticks, 1866
4. John MacPherson, Blair's, to M. Poupelque Rusand, Paris, about non-arrival of various objects ordered from him for Bp Murchison, 1858
5. Draft letter in French about an order for altar candlesticks, nd
6. Wrapper for above 5 letters, with "John MacPherson Professeur" written on it.

RESTORATION OF THE HIERARCHY, 1878

2. "Apostolic letter q. Leo XIII by which the Episcopal Hierarchy in Scotland is restored", (English), printed by J. Miller, Edinburgh
3. Map of Scotland, with proposed diocesan boundaries drawn in red ink, and a key written inside front cover on 25 Oct 1877

EXTRACT from 1st Biographical Sketch of Fr Leod policeman. From the new Monthly Magazine No XCIX; nd, (sewn pages) (ms)

BISHOP KYLE: "Notices Respecting the Catholic Bishops q.
Scotland", as published in 1836 Catholic Directory for Scotland (photocopy)

"TEISTENNAN NAM ENSBUGEAN CAITLIGEACH---": Declaration of the Catholic Bishops q. Great Britain; Gaelic version, published by Catholic Institute. (Bishops' signatures dated 1826-38)
1. Appeal of Trappist monks, Mt St Bernard, England, 1838
2. "Present state of religion in Europe", c. 1851
3. Popery in Irish prisons, 1858
4. Statistics of Romanism, 1860
5. Chapelle de L'Archi-comprerie de St Francis Xavier, 1866 -
   (anniversary of canonization of Francis Xavier.)